
Justice in an Environmental Nutshell: 

A Theory of Justice or Justice as a Roadmap
Two approaches mutually discussed in a reciprocally critical way to the justice concept related to EJ

Arrival: An expanded reading of Nussbaum's CA by the concept of meta-capability (Holland, 2008) and Collective Capabilities 
(Rosignoli, 2018)

Departure: Rawls' Theory of Justice 

1st Stop: Attempts of Extensions 

2nd Stop: Change for Explicit Departures     

3rd Stop: Nussbaum's version of CA

First Approach: Establishing a Theory of (Environmental) Justice

A Theory of Justice: Different roads to justice

Justice as a Roadmap: Different Elements of justice

Element of Justice Description

Desert
People ought to get what they deserve. And what we deserve can depend on effort, 

performance, or on excelling in competition, even when excellence is partly a function of 

our natural gifts. (Schmidtz 2007: 31)

Reciprocity
People should be judged based on what they did. Just judgement must reflect previous 

well doing. If you did someone a favor, you should get a favor in return. (Schmidtz 2007: 

73)

Equality & Equity
People are to be treated equally. An example for equal treatment is a tornado that 

destroys your farm. You have less than before but you are not treated unequally. A 

verdict to take away your farm based on a king disliking you – on the other side - is 

unequal treatment. (Schmidtz 2007: 107)

Need
People have (different) needs. Giving people what they need is doing justice to the people. 

(Schmidtz 2007: 161)

Criticism: Rawls states that there is the most luminously undeniable point that a free society is not a zero-sum game but “[w]hy

then do so many people see so much of life as zero-game? How would you explain the zero-sum mind set?“ (Schmitz 2007: 196)

Theoretical approach: Schmidtz’ theory of justice results from “the variety of contexts we experience every day, calling in turn 

for principles of desert, reciprocity, equality, and need." (Schmidtz 2007: 4) Only altogether the four elements make justice the 

theory map (ibid: 21).

Schmidtz, David (2007). Elements of Justice. Cambridge, New York, Melbourne, Madrid, Cape Town, Singapore, Sao Paulo, 
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